SuperGoal Book 6 Unit 5: Making Choices
1-Write the correct word to fill in the blank.
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1. If you drive too fast, you’ll get a ____________________.
2. Henry doesn’t want to cut down the trees to build another building. He is a ____________________.

3. One ____________________ to being a professional sports player is that they make a lot of money.

4. Donna tries too hard to ____________________. She always does what other people are doing.

5. I love driving on the ____________________ road through the mountains. It is so beautiful.

6. If you ____________________ on the test and get caught, you will be in a lot of trouble.

7. If they open a new factory in town, it will ____________________ a lot of jobs for people in the area.

8. Most people worry about how ____________________ is harming the environment.

2-Question type: Matching Questions

Match a sentence part in Column 1 with a sentence part in Column 2.
Column 1
Column 2
9. If you drop something,
A. you will have more money.
10. If you take that job,
B. we might fail it.
11. If we don’t study for the test,
C. it falls to the ground.
12. If he doesn’t run,
D. we will have nothing to eat for dinner.
13. If you don’t go to the grocery store,
E. he’ll be late.

3-Choose the best answer to fill in the blank.
1. Bart: Do you prefer to walk or take the bus?
Bob: _____
A. I rather walk.
B. I had rather walk.
C. I did rather walk.
D. I would rather walk.

2. Dean: What would you rather do?
Mark: _____
A. I’d rather live alone than live with a roommate.
B. I’d rather live alone rather than live with a roommate.
C. I’d live alone rather live with a roommate.
D. I’d live alone than rather live with a roommate.

4-Choose the best answer to fill in the blank.

1. I wish I _____ so much homework.
A. had 
B. hadn’t 
C. didn’t have
D. not have 

2. If fewer people _____ their cars, there wouldn’t be so much traffic.
A. drive
B. drove
C. will drive
D. would drive

3. I wish I _____ what to do. Can you give me some advice?
A. will know
B. would know
C. know
D. knew

4. If I were you, I _____ to college to get a degree.
A. would go
B. will go
C. go
D. went

5: Complete sentences about facts. Use the simple present or will in the second clause.
a. If you ________ (heat) water to 100 degrees Celsius, it ________ (boil).
b. If they ________ (climb) up to 4,000 meters, they ________ (need) oxygen.

6: Say what will/might happen in the following situations.

a. If we take the scenic route, _____________________________________________.

b. If we spend the day in the country, _______________________________________.


